We consider lossless compression based on statistical data modeling followed by predictionbased encoding, where an accurate statistical model for the input data leads to substantial improvements in compression. We propose DZip, a general-purpose compressor for sequential data that exploits the well-known modeling capabilities of neural networks (NNs) for prediction, followed by arithmetic coding. Dzip uses a novel hybrid architecture based on adaptive and semi-adaptive training. Unlike most NN based compressors, DZip does not require additional training data and is not restricted to specific data types, only needing the alphabet size of the input data. The proposed compressor outperforms general-purpose compressors such as Gzip (on average 26% reduction) on a variety of real datasets, achieves near-optimal compression on synthetic datasets, and performs close to specialized compressors for large sequence lengths, without any human input. The main limitation of DZip in its current implementation is the encoding/decoding time, which limits its practicality. Nevertheless, the results showcase the potential of developing improved general-purpose compressors based on neural networks and hybrid modeling.
Introduction
There has been a tremendous surge in the amount of data generated in the past years. Along with image and textual data, new types of data such as genomic, 3D VR, and point cloud data are being generated at a rapid pace [1] , [2] . Thus, data compression is critical for reducing the storage and transmission costs associated with these data, and has been studied extensively from both theoretical and practical standpoints. In particular, a wide class of (lossless) compressors utilize the "prediction + entropy coding" approach, wherein a statistical model generates predictions for the upcoming symbols given the past and an entropy coder (e.g., arithmetic coder [3] ) uses the predicted probabilities to perform compression. In this general framework, a better prediction model directly induces a better compressor.
Given the close link between prediction and compression, there has been interest in using neural networks for compression due to their exceptional performance on several modeling and prediction tasks (e.g., language modeling [4, 5] , generative modeling [6] ). Neural network based models can typically learn complex patterns in the data better than traditional finite context and Markov models, leading to significantly lower prediction error (measured as log-loss or perplexity [4] ). This has led to the development of several compressors using neural networks as predictors, including the recently proposed LSTM-Compress [7] and DecMac [8] . Most of the previous works, however, have been tailored for compression of certain data types (e.g., text), where the prediction model is trained on separate training data or the model architecture is tuned for the specific data type. This approach is applicable only in presence of existing training data and requires significant domain knowledge, and thus cannot be used for general-purpose compression.
Our Contributions
In this work, we propose a general-purpose lossless compressor for sequential data, DZip, that relies on neural network based modeling. DZip is a standalone compressor (does not require any additional training datasets) and is applicable to a wide variety of sequential datasets, needing only the alphabet size of the input sequence. We use a novel hybrid training approach which is ideally suited for such a setting and combines elements of adaptive and semi-adaptive modeling. We evaluate DZip on datasets from several domains including text and genomics, and show that it achieves on average 26% improvement over GZip, reducing the gap between general-purpose and specialized compressors. DZip also outperforms the state-of-the-art lossless compressors BSC [9] on most datasets, showing the advantages of improved modeling. In addition, we perform evaluations on certain synthetic datasets of known entropy that highlight the ability of DZip to learn long-term patterns better than the other general-purpose compressors. DZip serves as an example to showcase the potential of neural networks to boost compression performance. Its current implementation suffers however from large encoding/decoding times partly due to the underlying NN platform, limiting its practicality. DZip is available as an open source tool at https://github.com/mohit1997/DZip, providing a framework to experiment with several neural network models and training methodologies.
Related Works
Ever since Shannon introduced information theory [10] and showed that the entropy rate is the fundamental limit on the compression rate for any stationary process, several attempts have been made to achieve this optimum. Several classes of generalpurpose lossless compressors have been developed since then, including dictionarybased compressors (e.g., Gzip, 7-zip/LZMA) and sorting transform based compressors (e.g., BZip2, BSC). In addition, several specialized compressors have been developed, often using a statistical approach combining prediction models with arithmetic coding.
Inspired by the performance of neural networks (NNs) in modeling and prediction tasks, several lossless compressors based on NNs have been proposed. The work in [11] proposed the application of a character-level recurrent neural network (RNN) model and showed competitive compression performance as compared to the existing compressors on text data. However, as vanilla RNNs were used, the performance was relatively subpar for complex sources with longer memory. More recently, LSTM-Compress [7] was proposed, which uses an LSTM model to adaptively learn the source distribution while encoding with an arithmetic coder. There has also been work on designing specialized text compressors that exploit the generalization ability of NNs, using similar datasets for training the model to be used for compression (e.g., DecMac [8] ). Most of these compressors are heavily specialized for a specific data type or require a model pretrained on similar data, thus limiting their applicability as general-purpose compression tools.
In parallel to the work on compression, there has been significant progress in language modeling (e.g., BERT [4] , GPT-2 [5] ) and generative prediction models for images (e.g., PixelCNN++ [6] ). In principle, these can be used for compression leading to significant improvements over the state-of-the-art, e.g., bringing the text compression rate below 1 bit per character. However, in practice, the model itself is typically quite large and needs vast amounts of data for training, which limits their direct applicability to general-purpose compression.
Background
Consider a data stream S N = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S N } over an alphabet S which we want to compress losslessly. We consider the statistical coding approach consisting of a prediction model followed by an arithmetic coder. For a sequence S N , the aim of the model is to estimate the conditional probability distribution of the r th symbol S r based on the previously observed K symbols, denoted as P (S r |S r−1 , . . . , S r−K ), where K is a hyperparameter. An estimate of this probability and S r are then fed into the arithmetic encoding block which recursively updates its state. This state serves for the compressed representation at the end of this process. The compressed size using this approach is equivalent to the cross entropy loss shown in Eq. 1, where |S| is the alphabet size, y r ,ŷ r (vectors of size |S|) are the one-hot encoded ground truth and the predicted probabilities, respectively, and N is the sequence length.
The model that estimates the probability P (S r |S r−1 , . . . , S r−K ) should be trained so as to minimize the cross entropy loss on the data to be compressed. This training can be performed in several ways [12] as discussed below:
Static: Here the model is first trained on some external training data and it is made available to both the compressor and the decompressor. The performance in this case is highly dependent on the generalization abilities of the model. This approach is restricted to cases where similar training data is available and is not directly applicable to general-purpose compression tasks.
Adaptive: Here both the compressor and the decompressor are initialized with the same random model which is updated adaptively based on the sequence seen up to some point. This approach does not require the availability of training data and works quite well for small models. For large models, however, this approach may suffer due to the difficulties in training the model in a single pass and adapting quickly to changing statistics (e.g., for non-stationary data).
Semi-adaptive: Here the model is trained based only on the input sequence and the training procedure can involve multiple passes through the input data. The trained model parameters are included as part of the compressed file, along with the arithmetic coding output. This additional cost is expected to be compensated by the fact that the sequence-specific training will lead to a better predictive model and as a result a smaller arithmetic coding output. Note that there is a tradeoff involved between having an accurate model and the bits required to store that model's parameters, as described by the minimum description length (MDL) principle [13] . Essentially, a larger model can lead to better compression, but the gains might be offset by the size of the the model itself, particularly for smaller datasets.
In the next section, we describe the proposed compressor DZip which combines elements of semi-adaptive and adaptive approaches to achieve better prediction from NN-based models while storing only a smaller model as part of the compressed file.
Methods
The proposed compressor DZip uses a hybrid approach that combines semi-adaptive and adaptive approaches by means of two models, a bootstrap model and a supporter model, as shown in Figure 1 . The bootstrap model is a parameter efficient RNN-based model that is trained in a semi-adaptive fashion by performing multiple passes on the sequence to be compressed (prior to compression). Its parameters are saved and form part of the compressed output. The size of the bootstrap model is kept relatively small due to the tradeoff associated with semi-adaptive modeling discussed above.
To achieve further improvements in compression, we use the supporter model, which is a larger NN initialized with predefined pseudorandom parameters at the compressor and the decompressor. The outputs of the bootstrap and supporter models are combined to generate the final predictions used for compression. The parameters of the combined model are updated in an adaptive manner during encoding (symmetrically during decoding). Due to the use of adaptive training, the weights of the supporter model do not need to be stored as part of the compressed file.
The parameter efficient bootstrap model provides a good initialization for the combined predictor, avoiding the issues with the adaptive training of large models. With this initialization, the larger combined model provides a powerful adaptivelytrained predictor for large datasets, without incurring the cost associated with storing the parameters of the supporter model. The number of previous symbols used for prediction is set by default to K = 64. We next describe the model architecture and the training procedure in more detail.
Model architecture
Bootstrap model: The bootstrap model architecture is designed keeping in mind the tradeoff between model size and prediction capability, leading to the choice of an RNN based design with parameter-sharing across timesteps. The model is as shown in the top half of Figure 2 and consists of an embedding and two biGRU layers (bidirectional gated recurrent units [14] ) followed by linear and dense layers. The output of every m th timestep after the biGRU layers is stacked and flattened out into a vector (m = 16 by default). Choosing only the m th output helps in reducing the number of parameters in the next layer while still allowing the network to learn longterm dependencies. The small bottleneck dense layer helps further increase the depth of the architecture and its output is added to that of the linear layer to generate the unscaled probabilities (logits). This dense layer is important for learning long-term relationships in the inputs and showed improved modeling on synthetic datasets. The layer widths of the bootstrap model are automatically chosen depending on the vocabulary size of the input sequence, since a higher vocabulary size demands larger input and output sizes. As the vocabulary size varies, the embeddings' dimensionality varies form 8 to 16; hidden state for biGRU varies from 8 to 128; and the dense layer's width (prior to logits) varies from 16 to 256.
Supporter model: The supporter model architecture is designed to adapt quickly and allow better probability estimates than the bootstrap model, without any constraints on the model size itself. The input to this model consists of the embeddings and the intermediate representations from the bootstrap model (see Figure 2 ). The supporter model consists of three sub-NNs which act as independent predictors of varying complexity. The first sub-NN is linear and learns quickly, the second sub-NN has two dense layers and the third sub-NN uses residual blocks [15] for learning more complex patterns [4] . Each of the output vectors from the sub-NNs is linearly downsized into a vector of dimensionality equal to the vocabulary size, where these vectors can be interpreted as logits corresponding to each sub-NN. Based on empirical evaluation, the widths for the dense and residual layers are automatically set to 1024 or 2048 depending on the vocabulary size.
Combined model: The combined model takes the logits from the bootstrap model and the three output logits from the supporter model and stacks them together. This is followed by a linear layer which outputs the final probabilities for the combined model to be used with arithmetic coding. This idea is similar to context mixing [16] which is commonly used to mix the predictions of multiple models resulting in superior compression performance.
Model Training
During compression, the first stage consists of training the bootstrap model by performing multiple passes through the sequence. The model is trained for a maximum of 10 epochs with a batch size of 2048, gradient clipping and Adam optimizer with learning rate decay while minimizing categorical cross entropy loss. This model serves as a prior for the combined model and is saved as part of the compressed file after being losslessly compressed with BSC.
During encoding and decoding, we symmetrically optimize the supporter model, while the bootstrap model's parameters are kept fixed. The weight update is performed after encoding/decoding every 128 symbols while keeping the learning rate low to avoid divergence. We use Keras guidelines on reproducibility [17] to ensure identical training and prediction during the encoding and decoding. In particular, based on the current implementation, encoding/decoding is performed on a single thread using CPU rather than GPU due to limitations of the Keras framework.
Experiments
We benchmark the performance of our neural network based compressor DZip on real and synthetic datasets, and compare it with state-of-the-art general-purpose compressors Gzip, BSC [9] and RNN based compressor LSTM-Compress [7] . We also compare with specialized compressors for the real datasets when available. Certain neural network based compressors such as DecMac [8] were not considered for comparison as they require a pretrained model or additional training data. All encoding-decoding scripts and links to datasets are available at https://github.com/mohit1997/DZip.
Datasets
We consider a wide variety of real datasets, including genomic data, text, and executable files with different alphabet sizes and sequence lengths (see Table 1 ). To further understand the capabilities of DZip, we also test DZip on synthetic datasets with known entropy rate and increasing complexity.
Results on real data
We first analyze the performance of DZip on the real datasets (see Table 2 ). On each dataset, we include results for specialized compressors (when available) as their Pseudorandom sequence generated as S n+1 = S n + S n−k (mod 2) [18] . Entropy rate 0 bits per character (bpc). HMM-k 10M 2 Hidden Markov sequence S n = X n + Z n (mod 2), with Z n ∼ Bern(0.1), X n+1 = X n + X n−k (mod 2). Entropy rate 0.46899 bpc. Table 2 : Bits per character (bpc) achieved by the tested compressors on the real datasets. Best results are boldfaced. log 2 |S| represents the bpc achieved assuming an independent uniform distribution over the alphabet of size |S|. For DZip, we specify the total bpc and the size of the model (in % space occupied).
When compared against the general-purpose compressors, DZip offers the best compression performance in all datasets except for the webster, mozilla and text8 datasets, in which BSC or LSTM-Compress perform better than DZip. With respect to Gzip, DZip offers about 26% improvement across all datasets, and the improvement with respect to BSC is about 6% (excluding text8 and webster ). The performance of LSTM-Compress varies significantly across datasets, in some cases performing worse than the bpc based on independent uniform distribution.
The performance of DZip is dependent on the alphabet size and the sequence length. The reason is that for small datasets and large alphabet sequences, the bootstrap model size plays a significant role. This is reflected for example in the webster and mozilla datasets, where the model occupies 31% and 25% space, respectively, resulting in worse performance than LSTM Compress and/or BSC. However, as the sequence length increases, DZip would be expected to outperform BSC and LSTM-Compress on all datasets as the model size contribution gets amortized.
Specialized compressors outperform general-purpose compressors in all cases except for the genomic files ill-quality and np-bases, in which DZip performs better. These results are expected, since the specialized compressors typically involve handcrafted contexts and mechanisms which are highly optimized for the particular dataset statistics and are based on large training datasets. Nevertheless, DZip achieves a performance reasonably close to that of the specialized compressors. This gap is further reduced if the model size is not taken into account, even outperforming the specialized compressors in some cases. We further evaluated DZip on synthetic datasets with simple structure (i.e., low Kolmogorov complexity) but long-term dependencies, which make them difficult to compress using traditional compressors. Specifically, we test on two sequence classes with known entropy rates, XOR-k (entropy rate 0) and HMM-k (entropy rate 0.469), where k represents the memory of the sequence (see Table 1 ). Table 3 shows the results for increasing values of k for the two sequence classes. We observe that DZip achieves the best compression performance in all cases, almost achieving the entropy rate of the corresponding sequences when k < 70, with slight overhead due to the bootstrap model size. Note that DZip uses 64 previous symbols for prediction, making it impossible learn dependencies beyond this range. Gzip, BSC and LSTM-Compress fail to achieve any meaningful compression, except for k = 20 in which case BSC is able to capture the dependency to some extent.
Results on synthetic data

Computational requirements
In the first stage, training the bootstrap model requires 5-10 minutes/MB (with a 12 GB NVIDIA TITAN X GPU and a batch size of 2048). We typically train every dataset for 5-6 epochs. The encoding/decoding requires performing inference using the combined model followed by a training step every 128 symbols, and takes approximately 5 hours/MB, depending upon the alphabet size. DZip requires a significant amount of time to compress because in the current implementation, the coding has to be performed using a single CPU on a single thread for ensuring symmetrical updates to the model (due to Keras platform limitation [17] ). Note that being able to perform the inference and adaptive training using GPUs would boost the speed significantly, improving the encoding/decoding time to 10 minutes/MB. Alternatively, DZip's speed could be improved by breaking down the sequence into L parts and performing the encoding/decoding in parallel, or by freezing the weights of the supporter model after some part of the data is encoded.
For comparison, Gzip, LSTM-Compress, and BSC take on average 4.9 seconds/MB, 3 minutes/MB, and 0.07 seconds/MB for compression, respectively, and 0.005 seconds/MB, 4 minutes/MB, and 0.02 seconds/MB for decompression, respectively.
Tradeoff between "bootstrap only" and hybrid modeling approaches
To understand the benefits of the hybrid modeling approach adopted by DZip, we conduct ablation experiments where we compare two scenarios: (i) compression using only the trained bootstrap model and (ii) compression using the combined DZip hybrid model. Table 4 shows the results for selected datasets. On average, we see that using the proposed hybrid model improves the compression by 0.05 bpc. Note that this improvement is obtained at the cost of higher encoding and decoding time since the hybrid model is much more complex and the supporter model needs to be adaptively trained. On the other hand, the bootstrap only model can be more practical and still outperform other tools in most of the selected datasets. 
File
Conclusion
In this work, we introduce a general-purpose neural network prediction based framework for lossless compression of sequential data. The proposed compressor DZip uses a novel NN-based hybrid modeling approach that combines semi-adaptive and adaptive modeling. We show that DZip achieves improvements over Gzip and BSC for a variety of real datasets and near optimal compression for synthetic datasets. It is also the only NN-based compressor in the literature that performs well in a variety of sequential datasets. Although the practicality of DZip is currently limited due to
